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Abstract
The evolution and breaking of [110]-gold nanowires elongated along low symmetry tensile
axes was investigated under static conditions using density functional theory, and compared to
high-symmetry results. The use of low symmetry tensile axes led to more signiﬁcant slip and,
in general, much larger atomic rearrangements than those that were observed under high sym-
metry deformation conditions. Large structural changes were observed during the elongation,
corresponding to a rich diversity of deformation pathways. Most of those pathways included
the formation of self-ordered, stable, intermediate structures. However, all of the deformation
pathways ultimately converged to a single, local conﬁguration (a single atom chain) before the
breaking of the nanowire, and they all broke with reproducible breaking strengths, in agreement
with experimental results.
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1. Introduction
The investigation of gold nanowires (NWs) under tensile conditions has received consid-
erable attention in recent years both experimentally [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12] and
simulationally [13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33,
34, 35, 36, 37]. This is because such wires can be thinned out to the point of forming single atom
chains (SAC), and such chains exhibit quantum conductance behavior [4, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12].
However, the great majority of this work has focused on tensile deformation along high symme-
try axes (<100>, <110> or <111>), even though slip in macroscopic single crystals is enhanced
along low-symmetry (single slip) directions, and quantum conductance has been observed ex-
perimentally for oﬀ-symmetry tensile axes [38].
In this work we focused on characterizing the evolving [110]-NW morphology during the
stretching process as a function of a wide range of conditions, such as diﬀerent nanowire shapes,
diﬀerent eﬀective strain rates, diﬀerent pulling mechanisms, and, in particular, high- and low-
symmetry axes. We found the symmetry of the tensile axis to be a particularly important factor
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Figure 1: Initial structures for our simulations. (a) and (b): diﬀerent shape for the initial [110]-wire. Blue circles indicate
grip atoms, while yellow ones are atoms allowed to relax during the simulation. Most of the considered tensile axes are
displayed, in red, above the cells.
in determining the deformation pathways, in the sense that the lower the symmetry, the richer and
more varied the range of deformation pathways exhibited by the [110]-NWs. Also, surprisingly
we found that most of these pathways included the formation of self-ordered, stable, intermediate
structures. Three structures of this kind were identiﬁed, of which two were two dimensional, and
one was three dimensional. Lastly, we found that, irrespective of the deformation pathway, all
the wires elongated along low-symmetry tensile axes thinned out to form the same ﬁnal local
conﬁguration (a single atom chain) before breaking. Also, the breaking force was found to be
extremely consistent between all the wires, irrespective of the deformation pathway followed,
indicating a dependence of such force on just a very restricted, local environment.
2. Method
All of the simulations discussed in this paper are density functional theory (DFT) simulations
performed using DMol3 [39, 40, 41]. We chose this code because it employs localized, atom-
centered numerical basis sets that make it fast, relatively speaking, and particularly well suited for
cluster calculations. We used a real-space cutoﬀ of 0.4 nm and a double-zeta, atom-centered basis
set (dnd). We utilized a generalized gradient approximation (GGA) approach (Perdew-Burke-
Ernzerhof [42]), and a hardness conserving semilocal pseudopotential (dspp [43], only electrons
with n = 5 and n = 6 were handled explicitly). The geometry optimization was performed using
a conjugate gradient approach based on a delocalized internal coordinate scheme [44, 45].
Starting conﬁgurations for our simulations had wire axes oriented parallel to the [110] crys-
tallographic direction, and atoms in perfect fcc bulk positions. Several shapes for the initial
cell were used, and several tensile axes were explored (see Figure 1. A cluster conﬁguration
(no periodic boundary conditions) was used in all cases, to easily investigate diﬀerent pulling
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Figure 2: Atomic conﬁgurations obtained straining the [110] wire along diﬀerent tensile axis (indicated above the corre-
sponding conﬁgurations). Below each conﬁguration the angle between its tensile axes and the wire axes is indicated. As
the angle increses, the degree of atomic rearrangement increases as well.
mechanisms (both single and double sided stretching modes were used), and to eliminate self-
interactions between the ends of the chain. At each elongation step, i, the force applied to the




, where ΔE = Ei − Ei−1 is the change in energy between the ith conﬁguration and the previous
one, and ΔL is the corresponding change in NW length.
Our primary simulational cell (Fig. 1 a) contained 115 atoms, 66 of which were ﬁxed at
all times during the simulations and served as grips (atoms in blue in Fig. 1). At each tensile
increment, the grip atoms were incrementally moved along the tensile axis by a small amount
(the most commonly used values were Δx = 0.014 Å, Δy = 0.029 Å and Δz = 0.29 Å for the
[19 21 2] tensile axis, and Δx = 0.14 Å, Δy = 0.29 Å and Δz = 0.29 Å for the [1 3 2] tensile
axis). After each tensile increment, the grip atoms were kept ﬁxed while all of the other atoms
were allowed to relax into new conﬁgurations. Diﬀerent eﬀective strain rates were simulated by
slightly changing the convergence criteria on the gradient of the atomic positions, similar to the
procedure in Picaud et al. [46]. More details on our simulation methodology are given in [47].
3. Results
Utilizing a low-symmetry tensile axis when elongating [110]-NWs unveiled a rich diversity
of deformation pathways, indicating a complex underlying energy landscape. Such diversity of
pathways is not present when only on-axis (high symmetry) pulling is considered. The great
majority of the observed deformation pathways are characterized by large structural changes in
the atomic conﬁguration, the only exception being deformations occurring at extremely slow
eﬀective strain rates and very low symmetry tensile axes. In general, the choice of deformation
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Figure 3: Example of deformation paths ([110]NW elongated along the [1 3 2] tensile axis). After an initial elastic elon-
gation, the wire may deform through slip (if the strain rate is very low), or may undergo large structural rearrangements.
In the latter case, self-ordering also occur, and new structures (Triangular, Hexagonal or Zig-Zag) appear. In most cases,
structural transformations between one of these structures to another are observed during a single simulation.
pathway appears to depend most strongly on the eﬀective strain rate rather than on other tensile
parameters such as tensile axis, pulling mechanism, etc. Nevertheless, all of the low-symmetry
simulations ultimately resulted in the formation of a single atom chain (SAC), and ruptured with
very reproducible breaking strengths.
We found a breaking strength of 1.54 nN ± 0.04 nN for wires pulled along tensile axes
forming angles θ larger than zero but smaller than 2◦ with the wire axis, and a breaking strength
of 1.54 nN ± 0.06nN for wires pulled along tensile axes forming angles θ larger than 2◦ with
the wire axis. However, the average engineering strain and the average number of atoms in the
SAC does depend on the degree of symmetry of the tensile axis, averaging 1.05 ± 0.08 and 1.4
± 0.2, respectively, for 0 < θ < 2◦, and 1.27 ± 0.22 and 2.3 ± 0.7, respectively, for θ > 2◦. These
results indicate that, on average, a larger degree of atomic rearrangement occurs for larger angles
θ between the wire axis and the tensile axis. These results are illustrated in Figure 2, where
diﬀerent degrees of structural rearrangement are displayed for various tensile axes (indicated
above the corresponding conﬁguration). The conﬁgurations displayed for θ = 0 and θ ≈ 2 are
taken when the wire is about to break, and only show signiﬁcant atomic rearrangement in close
proximity to the neck of the wire. Everywhere else, the 111 planes typical of the bulk structure
are still clearly visible. In contrast, the θ ≈ 5 and θ ≈ 58 conﬁgurations correspond to relatively
early stages in the elongation process, and already the only atoms in bulk-like positions are those
close to the grips. Also, comparing θ ≈ 5 to θ ≈ 58, the same intermediate structure can be
identiﬁed (Triangular), but it has formed through the whole middle section of the wire only in
the case of the larger angle.
An example of the diﬀerent elongation pathways that we uncovered is schematically given in
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Figure 3 for [1 1 0] NWs stretched along the [1 3 2] tensile axis. Similar pathways are also found
for the [19 21 2] tensile direction, although not all of the intermediate structures are formed to
the same degree in all cases.
After an initial elastic elongation, the NW deformation pathway depends upon the strain rate
and slip opportunities. If the resolved shear stress on closely packed {1 1 1} planes is very high
(as is the case for a [1 3 2] tensile axis) and the strain rate is very low, the NW evolves through
slip along these highly stressed {1 1 1} planes until the top and bottom parts are connected by
just a single line of atoms. This deformation mechanism is particularly worth noticing because it
has similarities to what would happen for a macroscopic gold system.
If any of the above conditions are not satisﬁed, the NW undergoes a series of structural
rearrangements that always start by a hollowing step. After the wire has completely or partially
hollowed (this depends upon the eﬀective strain rate), unexpected self-ordering processes take
place, and the wire forms one of three low-energy structures: Triangular, Hexagonal, or Zig-
Zag (as illustrated in Fig. 3). These intermediate structures are stable for a signiﬁcant range
of elongations, then thin out and form single atom chains. It is important to mention that the
“zig-zag” conﬁguration has often been seen in the literature [48, 49, 50]. As mentioned above,
the “slip” pathway also ends up forming a SAC during the ﬁnal steps before breaking.
4. Conclusions
In this paper we investigated the evolution and breaking of [110] gold NWs under tensile
deformation along low symmetry axes. A variety of initial conditions and strain rates have been
explored. All of the simulations were performed using DFT with simulation cells large enough
that substantial atomic rearrangements could occur.
We found a multiplicity of deformation paths, often accompanied by collective atomic re-
arrangements into new, highly ordered, structures that are signiﬁcantly diﬀerent from both the
initial and ﬁnal conﬁgurations. We identiﬁed three such structures, two that are two-dimensional
conﬁgurations, and one that is a three-dimensional conﬁguration. Neither the large variability
in the deformation path or the self-ordering of the wire into a new structure are ever seen if
high-symmetry tensile deformation is considered.
Another major, and surprising, ﬁnding is that all the deformation paths end in the same
local conﬁguration, the single atom chain. Also, the force needed to break a NW is extremely
consistent. Thus, all NWs under tensile deformation along low symmetry axes exhibit the same
breaking force, irrespective of the deformation path, local structure, chain length, breaking point
and strain rate. The value that we found for this breaking force is 1.54 nN ± 0.06 nN.
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